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PROFILE: IZZY TAYLOR

Izzy Taylor has earned much praise for her
stylish, effective riding. Ellie Hughes meets
the single mother of two who earned her
first Senior cap this year in Malmö
s I pull up in the driveway
of Izzy Taylor’s Oxfordshire
yard I am welcomed by
three bouncy spaniels and
her equally bouncy threeyear-old son, Fred.
“Hello. Who are you?” asks the blonde,
curly haired child inquisitively.
“My name’s Ellie. I’m here to talk to
your mummy,” I reply.
Pausing to eye me up and down, Fred
then continues: “But you’re not the real
Ellie, are you?”
It transpires that the “real Ellie” is
Ellie Fredericks, Lucinda and Clayton’s
nine-year-old daughter and Fred’s lorry
park buddy. There is no mistaking that
Fred is an Eventing baby.
Izzy is a single mother with two small
children under the age of five – she also
has a daughter, Lily, who is a year older
than Fred – but she seems to be as
proficient at parenthood as she is
at riding.
Following his mother’s instructions,
Fred leads me into the large stone
farmhouse and points me in the
direction of the kitchen.
“It is a bit trickier now the kids are
becoming more independent,” says Izzy,
simultaneously making two cups of tea
and mending her son’s toy combine
harvester. “When they were little they
were very low maintenance, but now
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they’re more demanding, especially Fred
– I think it’s a boy thing.”
But despite the distractions, Izzy’s
remarkable knack of being able to
switch her focus from children to
horses, and back again, in the blink
of an eye has ensured that 2013 has
been a year of great achievements and
pivotal moments.
Having justified her inclusion on the
World Class Performance squad this
year, she has clocked up numerous wins
and top placings on the one-day circuit,
including piloting three horses into the
top six at Barbury CIC3* and clocking
up no less than 10 wins at Intermediate
level and above. She also made her debut
on a Senior British team in Malmö with
KBIS Briarlands Matilda.
“A lot of things have gone well this
year, but I’ve had some frustrations,
too,” says the 30-year-old.
“Badminton was crap,” she elaborates.
“Matilda had a run-out coming out of the
Colt Pond and I pulled her up. “I later
found out that she wasn’t quite right.
“Then we went to Aachen and we
had another silly run-out at a corner
in the water – it was frustrating as
she’s normally such a good cross
country horse.”
But on the strength of her excellent
seventh place at last year’s Burghley,
plus other consistent form, Izzy and ➝

It’s a bit trickier now
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Matilda headed to the European
Championships.
Having produced the dressage test
of their lives, they then suffered the
misfortune of another run-out – this
time at an influential triple brush.
“I’ve had time to reflect on it; I’ve
learned from it and I’ve moved on,” says
Izzy. “In hindsight I think I needed to
change my warm-up slightly. Matilda
always starts off over-jumping until she
settles into a rhythm and I think that’s
what happened in Malmö. I am going to
try jumping a few more practice fences
when I take her to Pau so that she is in
the zone earlier.”
This ability to critically self-assess and
be open to advice, but not dwell on the
past, is clearly one of Izzy’s many
strengths as a rider.
“It can be difficult to find the
time to sit down, talk to others
and really think about what you’ve
been doing and how you could do
better, but that’s been the real
benefit of being part of a team and
the World Class Programme,” she
says. “I now feel that I’m able to chat
with the likes of Pippa [Funnell],
Tina [Cook] and William [Fox-Pitt]
– riders I would never necessarily have
been brave enough to approach in the
past as I’d grown up being in awe of
them. Like last week in Ballindenisk I
sat down with Pippa and we talked a lot
about how we do things and what we are
aiming for. It really helped.”
Although stylish and effective in all
three phases, it is Izzy’s cross country
riding that has earned her particular
plaudits from her peers. With a knack of
instilling confidence and getting the best
out of all sorts of different horses,
comparisons to Andrew Nicholson –
albeit a prettier, female version – are
easy to make.
“My horses are all very varied, but the
one thing they have in common is that
they all try for me,” says Izzy. “Pop
[Thistledown Poposki, her recent
Ballindenisk CIC3* runner-up] is not
massively talented, but he puts his heart
and soul into it, KBIS Starchaser is a
beautiful, big horse, but he’s a worrier
and Dax [Dax Van Ternieuwbeke] is a
big lump who does things his own way,
but I love him.”
Izzy attributes her ability to get a tune
out of anything to the valuable time

The ability to critically
self-assess and be open to
advice, but not dwell on the
past, is clearly one of Izzy’s
many strengths as a rider

Right: Izzy and KBIS
Starchaser
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she spent first working for Sam and
Linda Barr, riding their “Welton” horses
at Hartpury, then for her great aunt,
Anneli Drummond-Hay in Holland
and latterly for John Johnston, producing
his “Opposition” horses at Landford
Common Stud.
“I rode anything and everything
during those years,” she recalls. “It stood
me in really great stead and I’m very
grateful to everyone involved.”
Izzy is now based back at her family’s
yard in Aynho, near Banbury. It is ideally
placed for Eventing, being within a
stone’s throw of a myriad of Events and
both the M40 and the M1.
“I love being around my family and
I couldn’t do what I do without them,
especially with the kids,” she says. “My
mum or my sister help get them up and
fed in the mornings and they often do the
school and nursery runs for me. Everyone
mucks in with the day-to-day routine.”
Izzy has been on the road for the best
part of two months at various three days,
but the end of the season is now in sight.
Does she get to have a rest over the
winter?
“Not really,” she smiles. “I like to go
hunting as often as possible. It sounds
stupid, but it helps me relax and unwind.
I also think it does my riding the world
of good. After a season’s Eventing, where
you have to concentrate on jumping
skinny fence after skinny fence, it’s great

Key results: 6th Tattersalls CCI3*, 2nd Barbury CIC3*
Izzy says: “Star is an insecure, nervy type who
looks to you for confidence. He used to whinny
all the way through his dressage tests and he
still throws a wobbly if you take his next-door
neighbour away, but he’s getting better all the
time. He’s a classy horse.”
Orlando (Ginge)
Vital stats: 12yo, 16hh chestnut gelding
competing at CCI4*
Owners: Di Davies, Irene Graham and Anita Dalton
Key results: winning the CICO3* at Waregem
Izzy says: “Ginge is still a relatively new ride [since
the beginning of this season] and I still feel like
I’m getting to know him. He’s quite laid-back and
moves and jumps really well.”

Izzy’s famous five
KBIS Briarlands Matilda (Matilda)
Vital stats: 13yo, 15.2hh bay mare competing
at CCI4*
Owner: Guy Avis and Bob and Audrey Cole
Key results: 7th at Burghley in 2012; represented
Great Britain in Malmö at European Championships
this year
Izzy says: “Matilda lives with her owner most of the
time and I only ride her a couple of times a week,
so I don’t really feel like I know her as well as some
of my other horses,” says Izzy. “She can be a bit
grumpy in the stable and she likes her own space.”
KBIS Starchaser (Star, pictured)
Vital stats: 10yo, 17hh grey gelding competing
at CCI3* level
Owner: KBIS and Joe Meyer

Dax Van Ternieuwbeke (Dax)
Vital stats: 10yo, 16.3hh grey gelding competing
at CCI3*
Owner: Izzy Taylor
Key results: 4th Barbury CIC3*
Izzy says: “Dax came to me as a last-ditch attempt
to spare him the knacker’s yard. He was naughty
and sour, so I hunted him and he turned the
corner. I’m the only one who can ride him,
though – he puts everybody else on the floor.”
Thistledown Poposki (Pop)
Vital stats: 14yo bay gelding competing at CCI3*
Owners: Lady Anne Whiteley
Key results: 2nd Ballindenisk CIC3*
Izzy says: “Pop is not blessed with the most
natural ability in the world, but he is a sweet
horse and an out-and-out trier. I was so pleased
that I took him to Ballindenisk and that he
pulled a great result out of the bag – he really
deserved it.”

I love being around
my family and I couldn’t
do what I do without them,
especially with the kids
to be able to get out there and kick
on. It’s going back to the basics of
cross country riding and I love that.”
There is also work to do on the
horses over the winter.
“I think sometimes people don’t
use the ‘off-season’ to their advantage.
There are lots of little things I want to
work on with all the horses. If we [the
Brits] are going to up our game at
championships we need to keep getting
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better and keep training.”
With a return trip to Badminton on
the cards for KBIS Briarlands Matilda,
plus a clutch of other rides on the cusp of
four-star competition, 2014 looks set to
be the most exciting season yet for Izzy.
“I know what I want to achieve and
I’ve had a small taster of it. Now it’s
time to put everything in place and
make it happen,” she says resolutely.
Now, that’s fighting talk. 
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